BD Develops Connected
Health Vision, Envisions
New Solutions with
Strategic Consultation
Worried about her son’s coughing episodes, a mother
takes the boy to the doctor. To make the diagnosis, the
doctor gathers data during the physical exam. Blood

“What Microsoft and our digital transformation
enables is really making sure that every single

tests can provide more data. But all that data helps only

patient gets the best, most appropriate,

one patient. What if the doctor could compile data

safest care, and that when we start sharing

from multiple patients and provide better care by using
it to spot trends and predict outcomes? After making

those individual data points and individual

devices that have helped billions during its more than

stories that are told by the data, we’re actually

100-year history, Becton Dickinson and Company (BD)

addressing problems on a global basis.”

could see a new kind of medicine, where connected
devices could make the difference for the many as well
as the one. The company started seeking partners who
could make that vision a reality. Microsoft Services
offered strategic team members whose insights helped
BD become agile and entrepreneurial, so that the
basics of delivery and support could continue without
holding back experimentation.

David Feygin, VP of Health IT Innovation
and Integration, BD

Customer Profile
BD manufactures medical devices,
including diagnostic, diabetes, and
pharmaceutical systems used in 50
countries worldwide.

The need for data-driven health care
If you’ve had your blood drawn, it was

data is not available when needed to

generate a start-up mentality that

probably with a BD device, says David

drive decisions,” says David Feygin.

could drive innovation without risking

Feygin, VP of Health IT Innovation
and Integration at BD. In addition
to blood draws, over the years BD
expanded to support nearly all areas
of health care from clinical research
products through diabetes care and
anesthesia. Years of helping people
fight diseases like HIV/AIDS, cancer,
and tuberculosis have given them
insight into what’s working for health
care and what isn’t.

As the Affordable Care Act shifted the
health care industry’s focus to value-

“The impending health care

based care, BD saw the opportunity to

transformation to value-based

develop their concept of connected

care requires connectivity of the

health through what the tech industry

diagnostics and the connectivity of

calls the “Internet of Things,” where

the therapeutics, and tying those two

devices automatically connect and

together,” says Feygin.

share data. BD envisioned a world
where its devices could “talk” to each
other via the internet and wireless
connectivity, but they were also

“Unfortunately there’s a tremendous

looking for a way to improve the flow

amount of inefficiency and honestly

of data used to drive health decisions.

suboptimal patient care, and the
reason for that is because either there
is no data, or the data does not flow,
or the data is not transparent, or the

BD’s solid bottom line.

All of the infrastructure to support
this would be too expensive to build
internally. Feygin knew BD couldn’t
shoulder the expense of developing
its own cloud solution, so he started
seeking partners to refine his vision.

Aside from developing solid

Microsoft partnered with BD to define

mechanical devices, this means

and deploy this solution.

developing the software that could
drive them. Feygin was looking to

BD envisioned a world where its devices could “talk” to each other via the internet
and wireless connectivity, but they were also looking for a way to improve the flow
of data used to drive health decisions.

Secure innovation
With the second generation BD

software in the Azure Cloud. Personal

development life cycle that’s 20 years

Veritor, medical professionals can get

data is removed, leaving aggregate

long to a software development life

a quick diagnosis on whether or not a

data that can be used to inform

cycle that might be two years long.”

child has the flu and the data will be

population-based health decisions.

automatically and securely relayed to

Even this “de-identified” data has

the Azure Cloud and, from there, the

restrictions on use based on data

hospital information system.

rights agreements put in place

Because the cloud offers low cost
of entry, efficient computation and
inexpensive storage capabilities, it
provides a huge benefit to customers
like hospitals who are relieved
of developing complicated and
expensive infrastructure.

between BD and their customers.
During a flu outbreak, connected
Veritor devices would alert hospitals
to consider the potential need to
increase emergency room staffing and
order additional medicines to support
the projected influx of patients.

Azure is helping them keep up with
that pace, says Vandervoort. “Azure
allows us to do a lot of things quickly,
and it also allows us to back out of
things quickly as well, which is equally
important in software development,
where it is advantageous to ‘fail fast.’
As we develop, we can bring up
environments, and we can tear them
down very quickly, in a matter of
hours as opposed to weeks or months

Infostratus currently handles the

in more traditional environments.”

registration and location of devices

All of which makes it easier for BD’s

with a tracker app that analyzes data

diagnostics and treatment options to

and reports trends.

reach patients much faster.

at BD. The Health Insurance Portability

In the future, says Vandervoort, BD

and Accountability Act (HIPAA)

will use Infostratus to manage its lab

requires that anyone transmitting or

devices. Connected machines will run

storing data on a hospital’s behalf

tests and relay data to Infostratus.

enter into a Business Associates

“We can use analytics and image

Agreement (BAA), assuming shared

recognition to help us pick out

responsibility to protect private

particular petri dishes for human

data—an agreement BD has signed

follow up or early detection.”

During a flu outbreak,
connected Veritor devices
would alert hospitals to
consider the potential need
to increase emergency
room staffing and order
additional medicines to
support the projected influx
of patients.

But moving data on the behalf
of a hospital comes with strict
responsibilities, says Jay Vandervoort,
Senior Manager, Clinical Informatics

with Microsoft.

This kind of innovation is a large

Data collected from connected

cultural shift for BD, says Feygin.

devices is captured by BD’s Infostratus

“You’re going from a product

Expand, save and build
the future
BD transitioned from thinking about building physical
products that help patients to thinking about how those
products can capture valuable data that provides insight
not only into the delivery of care, but into how to improve
safety and care delivery. BD needed to learn how to build
sensing technologies and connectivity into their devices.
This is only one of the transformations Feygin says Microsoft
helped facilitate through onboarding cloud connectivity and
understanding software development.

Doubled efficiency
According to Vandervoort, by showing BD how to maximize
the cloud, Microsoft helped BD as they learned how to connect
devices. “Back of the napkin, if our budget is X, we’ve certainly
saved half of operational costs as a result of their guidance.”

Product launch
saves ‛millions’
Feygin goes so far as to say that BD wouldn’t have built its own
cloud to launch the next generation of Veritor, BD’s connected
flu-detecting device. “In terms of savings, we’re early, but
even with our first product, we’ve saved millions of dollars
and probably over a year of time by leveraging this robust
infrastructure that Microsoft has provided, and the partnership
that has enabled us to largely or almost completely stay on
task and on track.”

“We have relied
on Microsoft and
their experts for
the better part
of two years.
And because
we’ve been able
to do that, we
haven’t had to
ramp up a huge
internal team.”

Prepped for integration
During the course of the project, BD acquired CareFusion, a maker of ventilators and other devices, also acquiring the
potential challenges that come with merging company infrastructure and cultures. Feygin says BD’s time with Microsoft
strategy consultants prepared them to “integrate in a very rational way,” allowing them to accomplish things in less than a
year that they thought would take them two to three years.

Meeting the needs for expansion
Azure’s global presence means that BD can connect devices in accordance with European or other standards without the
cost of building new data centers or finding other partners.

“When you think of what our devices do, they actually create that data. Azure
enables that data to flow, to be stored, be analyzed, and be delivered to exactly
the point where they can drive optimal decisions. So in aggregate, what you’re
talking about is a step change in the efficiency and the effectiveness of care
delivery across the health industry globally.”
- David Feygin, VP of Health IT Innovation and Integration, BD

